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FOUNDING CHAPTER
Reporter: Russ Kriegel
President:  John Ulrich
Photographers:  Rob Thomas, Russ Kriegel

This year, the Founding Chapter’s December meeting and 
annual Holiday party was hosted by Lyle Merithew and 
Sandy Swirsky at their home in San Jose on December 7th. 
This suburban estate houses one of the largest and most 
diverse private collections of mechanical instruments and 
musical-related paraphernalia in Northern California. And 
this is to say nothing of their other collections of decorative 
glassware and ceramics, nutcrackers and textiles on display 
around the residence. This overcast December 7th afternoon 
was brightened by the festive spirit that pervaded the event 
as old friends joined to enjoy Holiday music and each other’s 
company.  

Throughout the afternoon, guests were entertained by 
melodies played on instruments such as a Western Electric 
coin piano, a Seeburg G orchestrion, an Ampico Knabe grand 
piano, a Ramey Banjo-Orchestra, a Seeburg KT special, and 
a Regina disc-changing musical clock cabinet. The Seeburg 
and Rockola jukeboxes were spinning some popular tunes 
at 78 RPM. The crown jewel was, of course, their recently 
fine-tuned PhonoLiszt Violina orchestrion, featuring a trio of 
violins accompanied by piano, belting out full scale classical 
compositions such as Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s 
Dream overture. Later in the afternoon, Lyle cranked out 
a few tunes (literally) on his charming custom-built Raffin 
crank organ. 

A sizable potluck spread kept everyone well-fed during the 
afternoon, while wine and punch flowed abundantly. Although 
no actual business meeting occurred, partiers remained to 
chat and socialize until late in the afternoon.

 

Our host, Lyle Merithew makes a spool frame adjustment 
on his PhonoLiszt Violina. 

Mark Williams (right) is entertained by Russ Kriegel (far 
left) and Phil Strauss's unexpected fashion mishap 

Our host Lyle Merithew plays a favorite roll on an old-
fashioned pumper upright 

Guests Congregate around the 
Tuneful Seeburg G Ken Snowden makes 

his selections at the 
banquet table
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The Volstead Act was passed on October 28, 1919 and 
set the stage for prohibition.  100 years later the AMICA 
Northern Lights chapter commemorated the act (and the 
later end to prohibition) by celebrating with wine, cheese, 
and desserts at the home of Richard Rames and Holly 
Windle in Minneapolis, MN.

We spent a fun afternoon in Richard and Holly’s comfortable 
home and sang along with rolls played on Richard’s Steinway 
Pianola.  Richard even had the lyrics printed out for us, so 
there wasn’t much excuse not to sing – or at least try, for 
those of us who can’t carry a tune.

It was surprising how many songs on piano rolls there are 
that lamented prohibition or spoke about the desire to keep a 
supply of alcohol flowing.  Among those we played and sang 
were “See you in C-U-B-A”, about going to “Cuba where the 
wine is flowing” . . . “since the U.S.A. went dry.”  We were 
also introduced to “How Are You Going to Wet Your Whistle 
(When the Whole Darn World Goes Dry”, “Cocktails for Two”, 
and “Alcoholic Blues” (How Dry I Am), among others.  While 
most of us weren’t great singers, Richard and Holly lead the 
way and kept us all on track.

Later in the afternoon, Richard treated us with home-made 
apple and pumpkin pie and there was plenty of wine, cheese, 
bread, and other desserts to keep us all happy.  

Unlike most of our events, which include a full pot-luck dinner, 
we decided to make this one just an informal afternoon get-
together.  That allowed us to dispense with RSVPs, and 
people were not asked to bring anything, with the hosts and 
a couple of others supplying the goodies.

Toward the end of the gathering, we had a short meeting.  
Gary Goldsmith reminded the group that the chapter was 
still without a president.  Gary explained that while he was 
thinking about accepting the position, he was not at this point 
willing to take over, but would continue to work with Don 
Barton, vice-president, to keep the chapter operating.  We 
talked about the continuing loss of members, mostly due to 
age catching up with them and, of course, we lamented the 
loss of members who passed over the last couple of years.  
We talked about how we might recruit new members, but no 
solution was found, and no specific action was adopted.

NORTHERN LIGHTS
Commemorates the Volstead Act

Reporter and Acting President: Gary Goldsmith

Richard Rames and Holly Windle are the lead singers 
Alex Stolitza and 

David Bjork join in 
the singing – David 
maybe not so much 

Holly Windle and Tom 
Chase share a story 

Richard Rames leads 
the singing from 

his Steinway foot-
pumped player 

Don Barton takes a 
turn pumping while 

David Bjork looks on
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SOWNY
Reporter & Photographer: Mike Walter
President:  Glenn Roat

'Twas December 8, 2019, and the SOWNY AMICA Christmas 
Party was in full swing at the home of Glenn and Shirley 
Roat, our able-bodied President and our trusted SOWNY 
Secretary. This year the party took some different turns. 
Since several of us come from a distance, it was determined 
that this year, that the normal order of event progression 
would be somewhat changed. The gift exchange, which 
was normally at the end of the evening's events, would be 

placed before the dinner, thereby leaving the end of the day's 
activities at a more relaxed mode.

Individuals who wanted to leave earlier would not be 
concerned that they would be leaving the festivities to early. 
Guests are starting to line up around the edge of the room 
getting ready for the normal Chapter Meeting.

SOWNY Chapter 
Reporter and Photos:  Mike Walter 

President:  Glenn Roat 
 
 
'Twas December 8, 2019, and the SOWNY AMICA 
Christmas Party was in full swing at the home of Glenn 
and Shirley Roat, our able-bodied President and our 
trusted SOWNY Secretary. This year the party took 
some different turns. Since several of us come from a 
distance, it was determined that this year, that the 
normal order of event progression would be somewhat 
changed. The gift exchange, which was normally at the 

end of the evening's events, would be placed before the 
dinner, thereby leaving the end of the day's activities at a 
more relaxed mode. 
 
Individuals who wanted to leave earlier would not be 
concerned that they would be leaving the festivities to 
early. Guests are starting to line up around the edge of 
the room getting ready for the normal Chapter Meeting. 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Dave and Bernie Gaudieri with Jane Marone in the 
background 

Craig Smith and Holly Walter 

Tom Cardinal and Greg Swanson Tom Stengel and Chris Cardinal 

Dave and Bernie Gaudieri with Jane Marone in the 
background 

Craig Smith and Holly Walter 

Tom Cardinal and Greg Swanson Tom Stengel and Chris Cardinal 
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The Chapter Meeting has been finished, with our roster of Officers being elected for 2020. Now we are looking forward to our 
annual gift exchange. To the right are two members with gifts unwrapped. Will they be able to keep them or get them back if 
the gift is taken by someone else? All works out well with a nice gift for everyone at the end of the night.

More members are lining up to get the scoop on our Chapter’s activitites.

President Glenn Roat and Tom Stengel looking forward to 
the early evening festivities 

Craig Smith has chosen an interesting package, but what 
will be in there? 

 Craig Smith finds paper plates and napkins inside the box. 
What else will he find? 

 Bernie Gaudieri has unwrapped a nice bottle of wine. Will 
she be able to keep it? 

Jane Marone, Paula Mackowiak and 
John Marone 

Larry Weingertner and LeRoy Neeper Alan Mueller, Donna Stengel and 
Shirley Neeper 
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Tom Cardinal opens a QRS Celebrity roll which he doesn't have and would like to keep. In all, everyone did get a present 
that they would like to keep, so the gift exchange turns out to be a success. Throughout the afternoon and evening, many 
instruments are playing seasonal and non-seasonal tunes. One such offering was hostess Shirley Roat playing the QRS 
Christmas Roll for 2014 "Let It Snow" from the Disney Movie "Frozen". A nice roll with great expression supplied by Shirley. 
Now that meeting and gift exchange have taken place, the next thing on the agenda is the pot-luck feast which provides a 
wide variety of tasty and wonderful foods provided by the visitors coming from near and far. The tables with red tablecloths 
will soon be surrounded by hungry visitors who have traveled from near and far to share in this wonderful tradition! Merry 
Christmas!

Chris Cardinal, Tom Cardinal and Greg Swanson Shirley Roat is playing her favorite pumper 

In the back Larry Weingartner is chatting with Chris 
Cardinal. In front is Holly Walter 

Dave Gaudieri and Alan Mueller are next to a table which 
will soon be filled by hungry individuals! 
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TEXAS CHAPTER 
NAUCK’S VINTAGE RECORDS, SPRING TEXAS

Reporter: Annette Stewart
Photographer: Wade Newton

President: Bob Stewart

The meeting was held at the home and business of Kurt 
Nauck, and well attended with 11 members from AMICA and 
about 25 more members of the Houston MBSI Chapter and 
Piney Wood Model-A Club.  As this was a joint meeting, no 
formal Chapter meeting was held.  

Kurt’s business, Nauck’s Vintage Records, is the largest 
business in the world dealing in vintage 78 rpm records 
and cylinder recordings.  The afternoon was spent touring 
his operation, which covered everything from obtaining, 
cleaning, archiving (recording), grading, to finally selling 
records. The business itself is not open to the public.  In fact, 
there is no name on the building nor any indication what 
the business is.  Almost all their sales are through auction.  
Many rare and seldom seen items related to records were 
displayed.  One was the only known-to-exist Telegraphone 
invented in 1910 which recorded on a metal disc. The crown 
jewel of their collection is an extremely rare tinfoil (yes tin, 
not aluminum) cylinder recorder.  All sorts of rare records 
were there for us to see, including a recording of the first 
trans-Atlantic telephone call made years ago.  Cylinder 
recordings of every size imaginable were displayed, 
including a rare cylinder that was used to provide sound for 
an early attempt at “talkies”. One room was lined with 10,000 

records, all neatly shelved by number, setting and waiting for 
the close of their next auction.  Records sell for as much as 
$10,000, surprising us all.  State of the art audio equipment 
was everywhere, which most of us didn’t even know existed.  
There was a modern, and expensive, cylinder record player 
(Archeophone) with adjustable constant speed and a stylus 
that tracked at only a few grams.  This allows them to archive 
rare cylinder recordings without causing any damage to the 
tracks.  Then we saw a unique setup for playback of vintage 
records using a turntable with four different styli, which 
simultaneously played back the record.  The stylus which 
most correctly matched the grove of the track would provide 
the best sound and would be the one they would archive.  
The equalization could then be adjusted automatically by 
preset levels based on the various microphones used at the 
time of the recording.  There were a few musical instruments 
including a 20” Regina disc player, Æolian Orchestrelle, 
and a Mills Violano, all of which were demonstrated for us.   
There were also several nice WWI and WWII posters.  An 
interesting, fun, and at times technical day.

Following the presentation, refreshments were served.  
The rest of the afternoon was spent enjoying each other’s 
company, asking questions, and taking a closer look at items.

Group photo of Kurt Nauck and Guests  (Photo credit:  Jack Garrison) 
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An endless row of gorgeous Model A’s as presented by the Piney  
Woods Model A Club who jointly attended this meeting with AMICA 

Crew Member Mark Atnip  
& Host Kurt Nauck 

Attendees listen to Kurt Nauck's 
comments before forming groups 

Mark Atnip explains the equipment in 
his work area where inspections and 

grading are done 

Examples of various cylinder types 
used for dictation, music, and  toys 

Jim & Kathy Quashnock and George 
Wilder hear Mark Atnip explaining 
about the records ready for auction 

Case filled with various novelties 
of the early phonograph era 

A view of the music room In the shipping department relaxing after the tours 
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The Album Room which is also use for the canon and 
to archive the best quality of the recordings 

Case filled with various novelties of the 
early phonograph era 

Alan Bies looks as Jack Garrison presents to the 
tour group in the Album Room 

In the Music Room with Kurt Nauck presenting 

Right: An interesting collection of mini disks with a 
silent movie star's photo on one side and a recording 

their voice on the other side 

Editor’s note: Many AMICA members love to 
listen to the 78 rpm records described in this report.  
Did you know you can listen to these recordings 24 
hours a day here?:  http://radiodismuke.com/.  Kurt 
Nauck is an occasional guest on that show.  His 
website is here:  https://www.78rpm.com/ 

Editor's Note: This 1918 ad from the Spanish Flu 
epidemic - courtesy of the Historic New Orleans Collection 

- came to us from Rusty King via Susan Sherwood.




